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1 Motivation

39% of adults worldwide and over 65% of US adults are clinically overweight or diagnosed with obesity[1][2].
Overweight and obesity increase the risk for health issues including diabetes, hypertension, and osteoarthritis [3]. Half
of US adults try to lose weight each year. Most often, they attempt to do so by exercising more and eating less [4], since
negative net calorie intake is associated with weight loss. To aid in this process, many individuals use calorie tracking
apps. MyFitnessPal, for example, is an online calorie counter used to track and work toward weight loss goals. Users
can track calories through diet and workout logs, and they can provide weight information over time. In this project,
we develop a model to predict percent weight loss over a month using user data from MyFitnessPal. Understanding
the behaviors over time that lead to weight change is important in predicting how successful a new user might be in
reaching healthier weights.

2 Related Work

Previous work with the MyFitnessPal dataset has been conducted by Gordon, Althoff, and Leskovec. Using a limited set
of features from the first seven days of a user’s activity, the authors predicted whether a user would ultimately achieve
their goal with an area under the receiver operating characteristic of 79% [5].

Aside from the above work, research that applies machine learning to user nutrition logs is sparse due to the lack of
availability of such datasets. However, machine learning has been widely applied to the domain of electronic health
records (EHRs) [6][7]. Choi et al. apply neural networks to EHRs to predict heart failure [8], Christopoulou et al. use
natural language processing with deep learning to report adverse drug events [9], and Miotto et al. built a system they
dub "Deep Patient" that they trained on EHRs for around 700,000 patients to classify among 78 diseases [10].

Although nutrition log data is not strictly in the realm of EHR, data challenges we faced such as heterogeneity, sparsity,
noise, time dependency, incompleteness, irregularity, and systematic biases match those commonly cited in the EHR
literature [11][12][13][14]. Therefore, in dealing with these challenges we drew heavily from this domain. Decisions
we made regarding outlier detection techniques [15], recurrent neural networks application to time-series data [16][17],
and model architectures for combining static and temporal data [18] are all informed by the cited EHR work.

3 Dataset and Features

3.1 Overview

MyFitnessPal records a wide range of information describing user demographics, goals, weights, food consumption,
and workouts. Each user has three static goals: 1) a goal weight, 2) a weekly weight loss goal, and 3) a daily net calorie
goal. Weights can be recorded throughout the day so a user can track their progress toward their overall weight goal.



Food logs include detailed nutritional information including amounts of calories, macronutrients, vitamins, and minerals.
Logging a food involves searching and selecting from a database of around 10 million foods or generating a custom
food log. 86% of food logs are entered via search and select, with the remaining 14% entered manually. Workout logs
record the type of workout along with metrics such as workout duration and an estimate for the number of calories
burned. Metrics taken from fitness tracking devices, such as step count and average pace, can also be included.

Our full dataset includes MyFitnessPal user data from 2011 to 2017. This consists of 1.7M users, 99 million weight
measurements, 169 million workouts, and 3.2 billion food logs.

3.2 Inclusion Criteria

To enhance the credibility of our data, we included only users with weights likely recorded from Bluetooth digital
scales (rather than recorded manually). Although not explicitly distinguished in the dataset, we found a clear cluster
separation between weights with one decimal point or less of precision, and those with long trailing decimal patterns
(i.e. >6 decimal places). From this, we could infer and filter out manually-entered weighs. This resulted in a 20% error
reduction in our baseline model.

Users with any two weight logs made 28 days apart were included. For example, if a user logged weights on January
1, January 29 (4 weeks later), they were included. A single user could produce multiple examples if they presented
multiple (non-overlapping) instances of this pattern. 465,265 instances of this occurred with 222,115 unique users.

3.3 Weight Fluctuation

Taking the difference of weights entered on consecutive days, we found a 0.6% (or 1.0 lb) mean average absolute
difference existed, supportive of existing literature that reports marked random and cyclical daily weight fluctuations[19].
We use this as a marker for the lower bound of our mean absolute prediction error.

3.4 Data Engineering

Due to the self-reported nature of this dataset and inconsistency in human behavior, challenges with the dataset include
sparsity, credibility, heterogeneity, irregularities, and systematic biases. Consequently, a significant amount of data
engineering was required in order to produce data of sufficient quality for our neural networks (4.3).

3.4.1 Outliers

Basic thresholding removed impossible examples (e.g. examples with negative nutritional features). In order to further
de-noise our training data we fit a linear regression model using our baseline feature set and extracted the 5% least
likely datapoints [15].

3.5 Features

Our static feature set included 53 features, while daily nutrition log aggregations, 16 for each of the 28 days, are
provided to our RNN based architecture (totaling 448). Static features included user demographics, goals, and summary
information (e.g. averages and totals) describing weights, food consumption, and workouts between Day 0 and the end
of Week 4.

All features were normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Features which were related (e.g. percent
carbohydrates, percent protein, and percent fat in the month’s diet) were normalized together to ensure an accurate
representation of each user.

4 Methods

4.1 Linear Regression

Linear Regression was used for baselines and basic models. Linear Regression approximates true values, y, by
using a linear combination of the inputs features, x: ŷ = θTx. An iterative process is used to minimize the loss
function ||y − θTx||22 for all training examples, thus achieving closer approximate percent weight loss. Both traditional
and Elastic Net Linear Regression was used. Elastic Net has a combination of L1 and L2 regularization, adding
α`1||θ||21 + α(1− `1)||θ||22 to the loss function. This limits the size of θ, which decreases the likelihood of over-fitting.
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4.2 Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

Decision Tree (DT) Learning uses a decision tree to make regression predictions on a dataset. DT is a weak learning
algorithm, i.e. it can perform better than random, however, it is not anticipated to perform perfectly. A Gradient
Boosting Machine (GBM) starts with a greedily-generated decision tree. Then it continues to create more trees with
modified gradients in the loss function for the incorrect examples from the previous trees. This is an attempt to correctly
predict the examples previous trees could not. Prediction is then conducted by using a weighted sum of all trees. GBM
can perfectly predict a training set because it can continue to make more trees until all examples are correct. Of course,
this does not generalize well, so tuning must be conducted carefully to avoid over-fitting.

4.3 Neural Networks

For our neural network architectures, we adopt two main variants; the first taking static (including aggregated) features,
and the second taking static along with dynamic features in the form of daily food logs fed through a recurrent neural
network (RNN). The static feature model is a four-layer neural network (including input and output layers) with two
hidden layers of size 400 and rectified linear units [20] as the activation functions. The second model feeds static
features through the above architecture while dynamic features are fed through a long short-term memory (LSTM) [21]
component detailed in Section 4.4. The outputs of these two components are then combined and fed through a linear
layer to produce the final output. A diagram of this model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: LSTM/4L-NN Model

4.4 RNNs

In their 2019 review of health informatics papers, Kwak et al. find RNNs (51%) to be the most common deep learning
method used on EHRs, as compared to convolutional neural networks (20%), deep neural networks (12%), autoencoders
(9%), restricted Boltzmann machines (4%), and deep belief networks (3%) [7]. The structure of RNNs makes them
capable of ingesting time-series data in a way that can capture directional dependence. This makes them a good fit for
EHR data, which is often inherently time-series based [16][17].

An issue with traditional or "vanilla" RNNs is their performance efficacy over large numbers of time steps, with
empirical demonstrations showing that they cannot "remember" events past 5-10 steps into the past due to the vanishing
and exploding gradients problem [22]. LSTMs on the other hand, have a gating mechanisms that enable them to make
predictions based on longer sequences. While a vanilla RNN calculates the hidden state at each time-step as:

ht = f(Uxt +Wht−1)

The gating mechanism of the LSTM allows errors to backpropagate through any number of time-steps. In the following
equations, i and o represent the input and output gates, respectively. These regulate how the current time t input is
combined with the forget gate f and previous hidden state ht−1 to produce the new hidden state ht:

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi)

ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf )

ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo)
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ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc)

ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct)

For this reason, LSTMs (and similarly performing GRUs [23]) are the default RNN of choice in much of the EHR
literature, and thus are the default choice in our implementation.

5 Experiments

To test the viability of the problem, baseline models were created and later used to evaluate further implementations.
The first baseline model used linear regression to predict percent change in weight over four weeks just based on starting
weight. The second baseline also used linear regression, this time with 16 basic features including user demographics,
goals, and high-level food intake.

All models used two metrics: mean squared and absolute error applied to both a test and training set. We used a
train/test split of 80/20, enforcing that the same user could not appear in both splits, but could have more than one
(non-overlapping) interval within each set.

5.1 Linear Regression

Elastic Net had hyper-tuning of α and `1 over ranges of [10−5, 1] by factors of 10 and [0, 1] by 0.1 sized steps
respectively. Grid search with 5-fold cross validation was performed over these ranges with optimal model parameters
found of {α = 10−4, `1 = 0.3}.

5.2 Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

GBM contains hyper-parameters specific to each tree, like depth and leaf size, as well as those specific to boosting, like
number of estimators and loss function type. Both tree and boosting parameters were tuned. Grid search with 5-fold
cross validation was performed. Optimal performance was found with α = 0.1, learning rate = 0.1, least-squares
loss, max depth = 8, min sample splits = 500, min samples per leaf = 90, 190 estimators, and 80% of samples used
for fitting trees. All of the aforementioned parameters were swept over ranges containing between 5 and 25 values
with optimal values found within the middle of the ranges, i.e. not the smallest or largest value. Tuning led to a 5%
improvement in MSE over initial parameters.

5.3 Neural Networks

The initial phase of our neural network experimentation involved developing an optimal setup for tuning and training
our NN architectures. We apply Z-score normalization to our data [24]. Our neural network implementations were built
using PyTorch [25].

For training, we investigated a number of hyper-parameters as well as model parameters like hidden layer size. Our final
four-layer NN (4L-NN) and LSTM model were trained using an Adam optimizer [26] with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, a
learning rate of 1e−4, and L2 weight decay [27] with a regularization rate of 1e−10. We used a mini-batch [28] size of
64 and batch shuffling [29] for our training phase. Training was performed on an NVIDIA K80 GPU, with each epoch
taking around 1.9 seconds for the 4L-NN and 12.1 seconds for the LSTM model. Each model converged at around 650
epochs. Our 4L-NN model was trained using 53 features, and the LSTM model with 501 features (53 static and 448
dynamic, as detailed in Section 3.5). For comparison, we trained two linear regression models, one on our baseline
feature set (16 features), and the other on the same 53 features used for our 4L-NN. The results of this training can be
seen in Figures 2 and 3.

6 Results and Discussion

Our best models (Table 1) were able to predict most users to within a percentage point over a 4-week period, with
the LSTM/4L-NN able to predict with an average error of 1.09% body weight, equal to 0.49% above daily weight
fluctuation. Our biggest performance increases resulted from data engineering, which yielded a 38.7% error reduction.
In comparison, modeling adjustments achieved a relatively low cumulative error reduction of 15.3%.
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Figure 2: Train loss Figure 3: Validation loss

Table 1: Results

Mean squared error % Mean absolute error%
Model Train Test Train Test

Baseline 1.23E+1 1.05E1 2.12 2.10
LinReg16 2.46E-2 2.52E-2 1.27 1.29
LinReg 2.05E-2 2.07E-2 1.17 1.20

ElasticNet 2.07E-2 2.04E-2 1.18 1.16
GBM 1.55E-2 1.99E-2 1.01 1.14

4L-NN 1.78E-2 1.91E-2 1.08 1.10
LSTM/4L-NN 1.73E-2 1.88E-2 1.06 1.09

6.1 Error analysis

In order to perform qualitative analyses of our results we, connected our models to a user interface1 where we could
vary user attributes and nutrition variables. These analyses revealed systematic biases in the model predictions. Firstly,
the models biased predictions towards weight loss, reflecting a data bias towards weight losers (62% of the training set).
This was reinforced by our model scoring 30% better on weight losers.

Secondly, our linear models in particular predicted over-conservatively. For instance, increasing the daily caloric intake
of a generic user to 5,000 calories only increased the predicted weight by a few pounds. Again, we found that the data
was biased towards smaller weight changes, with only 16.7% of users weight changing by more than 5 lbs in the month.
Therefore, models were able to score well by predicting conservatively.

Correcting for these biases resulted in our neural network models producing sensible results across a wide range of
inputs, while the linear models, although improved, still lacked the expressiveness to produce common sense predictions
for input ranges outside a narrow band of typical input.

7 Conclusion

While MyFitnessPal may be the largest nutritional dataset ever collected, leveraging this wealth of data for the benefit
of user health requires significant processing in order to produce credible, de-biased training sets, as well as careful
modeling in order to achieve predictions that can be trusted over a range of inputs. This paper forms a baseline for
producing such predictions, with further work required in behavior modeling in order to produce nutritional advice that
takes into account an individual’s likelihood of sticking to a particular regimen over longer timespans.

1https://mfp.ai
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Source Code

https://github.com/williamlocke/cs229-project

Contributions

All team members contributed to the overall approach. W.L. pre-processed the source dataset, built features, designed
and trained neural networks, performed qualitative error analysis. M.L. built features and characterized the datasets.
N.C. designed and trained linear regression and Gaussian Boosted Tree models and implemented feature selection.
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